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Unit 10, 10-12 Tropic Lodge Pl, Korora

perfect villa for first home buyers or investors.

Calling all astute Investors , first home buyers , or airbnb operators you can
now stop searching.
This is a great sized two bedroom unit with an easy living large open floor
plan.
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Price
SOLD for $350,000
Property Type Residential
Property ID
180
Agent Details
Craig Webber - 0412 496 245

positioned in a great beachside complex.

Office Details

You will be located in the high quality suburb of korora , a sought after
beachside community only 6 minutes north of Coffs Harbour.

Coffs Coast Real Estate
0419 710 577

The unit is positioned at the highest point in the complex to be high and dry
and capture the cooling summer breezes.
or the lovely sunny mornings on the verandah.
You will located only minutes drive to great beaches ,schools and shopping
centres.
The unit is Positioned on a semi elevated easy care and private block.
There has been a recent bathroom renovation and there is nothing for you
to do.
The floor plan is a good sized open plan looking out to the north east
aspect.

There is a large front deck for the hammock or seating for additional
outdoor living space.
There is also two large tropical style swimming pools and a games room
and a small gym in the complex.
This unit is a beauty and should not be missed at this price.
Perfect for the first home or investor.
Homes or units in this location that are private and peaceful are becoming
much harder to find.
This unit is great value and in a market of rising prices and rents , you don't
want to miss this one.
call Craig Webber on 0412 496 245

* Peaceful and Private.
* Easy Care block.
* Sought After Location.
* Undercover Entertaining Area.

rates approx $ 2492 pa
strata approx $ 7200 pa

All information contained herein has been supplied to us or has been
gathered together from sources we consider to be reliable. Whilst every
care has been taken in obtaining and gathering the information, we give no
warranty or guarantee to the accuracy of this information. We encourage
all interested parties that they should rely on their own investigations and
research directly information in relation to this property. All distances and
drive times are as per google maps.

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that
information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any
responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and
rely upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.

